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Abstract

An approximate method for obtaining numerical solutions of the
Boltzmann-Langevin equation is proposed. The method is applied to calculate the
time evolution of the mean value and dispersion of the quadrupole and octupole
moments of the momentum distribution in nucleus-nucleus collisions, and some
consequences are discussed.
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1 - Introduction

Heavy-ion collisions at intermediate energies provide an unique tool
for studying the equation of state and the transport properties of nuclear matter.
Theoretical descriptions of collisions require dynamical approaches which
account for the whole collision process in order to establish unambiguous links to
the underlying reaction mechanism. In recent years, considerable advances have
been made in this direction and various one-body transport approaches have been
developed [1-5]. These approaches provide a reasonable description of the
average properties of one-body observables. However these one-body models
have a major drawback, namely they cannot describe fluctuation processes and
hence fail to account for phenomena such as, for example, multifragmentation
(for a review on Hot Nuclei and Intermediate Mass Fragments production, see
ref. [6]). Furthermore, as a consequence of a fast dissipation mechanism induced
by two-body collisions, it is expected that fluctuations grow rapidly during early
stages of the collision process, and hence they can influence pre-equilibrium
emission and subthreshold particle production (such as heavy mesons and gamma
rays). Therefore it is of great interest to improve the one-body transport models
by incorporating dynamical fluctuations into the equation of motion [7].
Recently, Ayik and Gregoire proposed an extension of one-body transport
models by incorporating high order correlations into the equation of motion in a
stochastic approximation and in a way consistent with the "fluctuation-dissipation
theorem" of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics [8]. In the semiclassical limit,
this gives rise to a Boltzmann-Langevin Equation (BLE) for fluctuating single-
particle densities. A similar approach was developed by Randrup and Remaud [9]
and numerical simulations have recently been proposed [10]. An alternative
approach for describing fluctuations is provided by Molecular Dynamics
simulations. In this kind of approaches, one considers the evolution of the full
many-body dynamics and develops approximate methods for simulating the
many-body equations of motion [11-13].

The purpose of this work is to propose a numerical scheme for
simulating the BLE and to test it in realistic cases of heavy-ion collisions at
bombarding energies below 100 MeV per nucleon. After a brief description of
the BLE we discuss in detail the numerical procedure for implementing
fluctuations in a standard pseudo-particle simulation of the nuclear Boltzmann
equation (NBE), (we use the name "Nuclear Boltzmann Equation" for the



transport equation for the one-body density, leaving the names Boltzmann-
Uehling-Uehlinbeck (BUU) [1], Vlasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (VUU) [2,3] and
Landau-Vlasov (LV) [4] to the actual numerical simulations known in litterature
[14]). Then we present some applications in the case of central 12C + 12C
collisions. These examples will show that simulations do mock up some of the
expected properties of the BLE.

2 - The Boltzmann-Langevin Equation

As proposed in reference [8], the NBE can be extended by
incorporating dynamical fluctuations into the equation of motion. This yields a
Boltzmann-Langevin Equation (BLE) for the fluctuating single-particle densities,

P_.Vr -V rU(px(r)) .Vp fx(r,p,t) = K (fx) + 8 Kx (2.1)

where fjt(r,p,t) indicates a particular solution of Eq. (2.1) and U(px) is a self-
consistent (local) mean-field potential for the trajectory "X". The quantity
denotes the usual collision term of the Uehling-Uhlenbeck form,

= /•K(fx(l)) = dp2dp3dp4W(12;34) {fx(l)fx(2)fx(3)fx(4)

(2.2)

where fx(j) = f^(r, PJ, t), f(j) = 1 - fxG) a n d W(12;34) is the transition rate
which can be expressed in terms of the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross-section
[1,5]. The additional term 6K^ in Eq. (2.1) arises from correlations not
accounted for by the collision term K(fx), and it is referred to as a fluctuating
collision term. The fluctuating collision term has many properties similar to a
random force term in a typical Langevin equation [15-17]. It varies rapidly in
time with a characteristic time of the order of the duration of a two-body
collision, and it is nearly impossible to calculate it explicitly. Therefore, it is
assumed that Eq. (2.1) describes a stochastic process in which the entire single-
particle density is regarded as a stochastic variable, and 8Kx acts like a random
force characterized by a correlation function,



(r, p ,t) SKX (r', p ' ,t) = C ( p, p') S( r - r ') 8 ( t -1 ' ) (2.3)

where the bar denotes a local ensemble averaging which is performed over
densities generated during a short time interval At. The reduced correlation
function C(p,p') can be explicitly evaluated in the weak-coupling limit and it is
entirely determined by the one-body properties of the locally averaged
distribution [8]. This result provides a description for the fluctuations consistent
with the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.

The Boltzmann-Langevin Equation given by Eq. (2.1) describes the
dynamical evolution as a diffusion process for trajectories of single-particle
densities in an abstract space of all single-particle densities. The correlation
function C(p,p') acts as a driving force (i.e. diffusion tensor) for fluctuations of
single-particle densities. In the limit of small fluctuations the ensemble averaged
trajectory becomes equivalent to the one provided by the NBE. However for
large fluctuations, due to the highly non-linear dynamical evolution, even the
ensemble averaged trajectory determined by the BLE can deviate significantly
from the path given by the NBE.

3 - Numerical simulations of the BLE

Each solution of the BLE provides an event and many solutions are
needed to give a statistical description of the dynamical process. In principle, the
numerical solutions of the BLE can be obtained by employing the standard
methods for solving a typical stochastic differential equation. As schematically
represented in Fig. 1, the numerical solutions can be determined iteratively over
short time intevals At. Starting with a definite density fx.(r,p,to) at time to, the
transport Eq. (2.1) generates, through the fluctuating collision term, a
continuous set of densities at time to + At, after the first time step. For the next
step, we choose one of such possible densities as the new starting density fx(r,p,to
+ At), and Eq. (2.1) generates a new set of densities for the second time step to +
2At, and so on. This way a single event is generated and it is represented by
fx(r,p,t). At each step, the generated densities are randomly distributed around
the initial density of each iteration, and their spreads are determined by the
correlation function C(p,p').

However, a direct simulation of the BLE is not very practical because
of the strong correlations introduced in different parts of phase space by the



correlation function C(p,p'). Therefore we develop an approximate method for
determining trajectories by projecting fluctuations on the local multipole
moments of the momentum distribution,

QL( r , t ) = / dp QL(p) fx (r, p, t) (3.1)

A

where QL is the multipole moment operator of order L in momentum space. The
fluctuations in each multipole moment are characterized by a diffusion
coefficient CL(IM) which depends only on position and time because of the
structure of the correlation function Eq. (2.3). These diffusion coefficients can
be deduced from the microscopic correlation function C(p,p') in a simple way,

CL(r,t) = / dp dp1 QL(p) QL(P') C(p,p')

• = fdPldp2dp3dp4(AQL)2W(12;34)f(l)f(2)f\3)f(4) (3.2)

where f(j) = f(r,pj,t) denotes the locally averaged single-particle density during a
A A A A

time step At (see Figure 1), and AQ L = Q L(PI) + Q L(p2) - Q iXps) - Q L(?4).
During a time step At from t to t + At, we assume that the generated fluctuations
are small, and neglect the mixed diffusion coefficients between different
multipole moments (see below Figure 4). In this case, we can determine each
multipole moment according to a one-dimensional Langevin equation [15-17],
which can be formally written as

QL (r,t+At) = QL (r,t+At) + W dt' CL(r,f) (3.3)

where QL(I", t + At) denotes the locally averaged multipole moment which is
calculated using Eq. (3.1) with the locally averaged single-particle density
f(r,p,t+At). The quantity WLX is a random gaussian number for each multipole
L. The trajectories of the BLE, Eq. (2.1), can be determined in terms of the
fluctuating multipole moments as follows:

i) Starting with a definite density fx(r,p,t) at time t, we first determine
the local average (or iteratively averaged, [8]) evolution from t to t + At, which
yields f(r,p,t+At) and the time integrated diffusion coefficients CL



' + V c L ( r , t ' )

evaluated with f, for the time step At. In the following, for sake of simplicity, we
shall denote by CL the time-step-integrated value of the diffusion coefficient.
This first step of the calculation is performed using a standard Landau-Vlasov or
pseudo-particle simulation [4,14].

ii) In the second step, we determine the fluctuations of each local (in
space) multipole moment using Eq. (3.3).

iii) Finally, we insert the fluctuations into the single-particle density
ft(r,p,t+ At) by a scaling of the momentum distribution f(r,p,t+ At) to the new
values of Qi/. This procedure is repeated at each time step.

For an accurate simulation of the BLE in principle all the multipole
moments of the momentum distribution should be taken into account. In practice,
we expect that a few low order moments are sufficient for generating reasonable
approximate solutions of the BLE. In the present study, we consider only the
quadrupole Q2^(r,t) and octupole QsMr,t) moments of the momentum
distribution which are defined by Eq. (3.1) with the operators given by

•~ 2 2 2

2 pz- p x - p y (3Aa)
3 2

5 pz- 3 pz p (3.4b)

As a first step we shall neglect the fluctuations in moments higher than C& '̂s and
determine the spreading of trajectories in term of €2. We shall see below that
this is indeed a good approximation (see section 4.2 and Figure 3). The choice of
the quadrupole moment of the momentum distribution is not arbitrary. In an
heavy-ion collision it provides a measure for dissipation. Furthermore, in a
multipole expansion of ft(r,p,t) in momentum space, the first term wh:oh can
fluctuate is the quadrupole moment. The diffusion coefficients corresponding to
the lower multipolarities identically vanish as a consequence of local
conservation of particle number and momentum.

In most of the results presented below, in order to simplify the
numerical calculations further, we integrate Q2(r,t) over real space and hence
insert back fluctuations globally (in real space) on ft. A global scaling of the
momentum distribution to the quadrupole moment at each iteration does not



generate unique trajectories, and depending on the prescription for the scaling,
the trajectories probe different parts of phase-space. This is also true in a
"Local" approach, although one can hope that this "numerical factor" is less
important in this case, because of locality. In the "Global" calculations presented
below, we use two prescriptions for the scaling procedure. In the "Soft" way, the
momenta of all particles are renormalized through a two parameter quadrupole
scaling, which preserves global energy and momentum. In the "Hard" way, only
the momenta of the particles, which actually undergone a two-body collision
during the time step, are scaled. Inserting fluctuations globally presumably leads
to an overcorrelation of the system as it generates correlations between well
separated parts of real space, correlations which are absent from the BLE. This
effect is somewhat compensated in the soft prescription as fluctuations, which are
large mainly in the interaction zone, are distributed over the entire real space.
On the contrary, in the "Hard" way of scaling, fluctuations are concentrated on
the highly interacting zone. Hence, it is closer to a local implementation of the
fluctuations, although with still some non local effects. The effective smoothing
contained in the "Soft" prescription is however absent in this case so that it is
v xpected that the "Hard" prescription provides in some sense an upper bound for
the effects of fluctuations.

We have also performed calculations in which the scaling of the
momentum distribution is done locally. In the pseudo-particle method we use for
our numerical simulations, locality has to be understood on a coarse grained
basis. A physically sounded value of this box parameter could be of order 2-3 fm
(it would then contain about 2 nucleons)1). In these "Local" calculations the
strategy is similar to the one described for "Global" approaches, except for the
fact that instead of considering the set of pseudo-particles as a whole one
arranges them into boxes in real space. In each such box the subset of pseudo-
particles is then assumed to give a reasonable representation of the (local)
momentum distribution and is scaled in a "Soft" way. In the limit of infinitively
large boxes one hence exactly recovers the "Global Soft" prescription.

!) In principle fluctuations should be evaluated purely locally (Eq. (2.3)). For practical reasons we use a finite
number of pseudo-particles for simulating the equation. This also imposes some constraint on the minimal size of
the box in which physics is reasonably well described.



4 - Applications to Heavy-ion collisions

In this section we present results of simulations of the BLE and
compare them with NBE calculations. Starting with some initial condition
f\(r,p,t=0) = fo(r,p) (for all values of X), we generate an ensemble of BLE or
NBE events for a collision process. We shall use ensembles of 100 events in the
following. This number should be sufficient to exhibit average properties in a
trustable way. The NBE is a deterministic equation, and in principle it should
generate a single (average) trajectory. However, the numerical simulations of the
NBE are based on a stochastic two-body collision algorithm [14]. Consequently,
they contain small but undesirable statistical fluctuations. Hence we consider an
ensemble of NBE events and compare them with the ensemble generated by the
BLE.

The inputs of all the calculations are the following. We work with a
simplified three parameters (to, 13, y) Skyrme interaction [4] which gives an
incompressibility modulus of order 200 MeV. Such a rough interaction is
presumably sufficient for our purpose, as we restrict our calculations to beam
energies below 100 MeV/A, where the effect of the momentum dependance of
the interaction is small. The nucleon-nucleon cross-section entering the collision
integral is taken with its energy dependance together with phenomenological
medium effects [4]. Computations are performed with 20 numerical pseudo-
particles per physical nucleon and the collision integral is evaluated by means of
the so-called full-ensemble technique [14] which is known to provide a good
approximation of the Boltzmann equation, even in small mass systems such as
carbon nuclei. Following the discussion of the previous section we label the
various kinds of simulations we have performed, respectively as i) "NBE" (for
calculations without insertion of fluctuations), and for the BLE ones as ii)
"Global Soft", iii) "Global Hard" and iv) "Local" (for the calculations performed
in the local approximation, the size of the box being fixed and equal to 3.24 fm).

4.1 - Gross properties of the BLE simulations

In Figure 2 we study the ensemble properties of the 12C + 12C system at
E/A = 40 MeV/A and for an impact parameter b = 0 fm. Ensemble averaged
properties are denoted by a < . >. They correspond here to phase space
integrated quantities. Results of four types of calculations are compared, namely
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NBE, BLE "Global Soft" and "Hard" and BLE "Local". The upper part of
Figure 2 shows the time evolution of the ensemble averaged < QzCt) > and the
diffusion coefficient < €2(1) > (integrated over the time step At = 2 fm/c) is
shown in the central part of the figure. The average value of the quadrupole
moment describes the damping of the relative motion and shows that a large
portion of the relative kinetic energy is converted into incoherent excitations
during a time interval of 30-40 fm/c after touching point (which occurs here at
around t = 10-15 fm/c). From the evolution of the diffusion coefficient, we
observe that:

i) the diffusion coefficient is concentrated during the early stages of the
collision when the dissipation rate is high;

ii) its peak value is nearly an order of magnitude larger than the
asymptotic background and its square root amounts to a significant fraction of
the corresponding value of the average change of the quadrupole moment
integrated over a time step (see Eq. (3.3)). These observations indicate that large
dynamical fluctuations are introduced into the momentum space during early,
non-equilibrium stages of the collision process. Also, it suggests that when
incorporated into the equation of motion, large fluctuations can play an
important role during the entire dynamical evolution of the system. The lower
part of Figure 2 illustrates this point. The variance 02(1), defined as

is plotted as a function of time. It exhibits interesting features:
0 ^2(1) (Eq. (4.1)) in the NBE calculation arises as an artefact of the

numerical simulation, however it remains very small at all times. This indicates
that the numerical fluctuations generated in the simulation of the collision
integral are small, and are not propagated during the dynamical evolution;

ii) the BLE simulation exhibits a different behaviour, 02(1) increases by
about an order of magnitude as compared to the numerical background.

Comparing the results of the various calculations (NBE, BLE "Global
Soft" and "Hard", BLE "Local") for < Q2 > and < C2> is also very instructive:

i) to a large extend <C2> is insensitive to the fluctuations. This is not
surprising as < €2 > essentially reflects dissipation (fluctuation-dissipation
theorem).



ii) the quadrupole moment < Ch > is a strongly averaged quantity
(integrated over r and p space). In the "Global Soft" simulation < Qa > does not
differ from < Q2(NBE) >. In the "Global Hard" and "Local" ones, however, a
significant deviation occurs which reflects the fact that dynamical fluctuations
modify even the average trajectory (as compared to the NBE average) of the
ensemble of events. While the relevance of this effect could be discussed for the
"Global Hard"2) simulation one can show that in the "Local" simulation the effect
remains essentially unchanged if one for example reduces the size of the box to 2
fm.

This first set of properties seem to indicate that our simulations do
mock up the expected properties of the Boltzmann Langevin equation. Before
drawing more definite conclusions let us study in detail some other properties of
these simulations. Tn realistic calculations the "Local" method should be used.
For real-space-integiuied quantities we are studying in this work "Local" results
are qualitatively similar to "Global Soft" ones (see Figure 2). In the following
discussion we shall hence mainly use the "Global Soft" prescription in order to
save computation time. This should be sufficient to point out the characteristic
features of the simulations.

4.2 - Relevance of the truncation of the multipole expansion of the
momentum distribution

In the first results presented above we analyzed the spreading of the
trajectories of the fx's according to one single variable namely the quadrupole
moment of the momentum distribution. In order to test the accuracy of the
method we have done a calculation in which the momentum distribution is scaled
according to the values of both diffusion coefficients €2 and €3, the Langevin-
like evolution of which being given by Eq. (3.3). In this case we use a three
parameter "Global" scaling, one parameter for the transverse momenta and two
parameters for the longitudinal ones, one for particles with pz > 0 and one for
particles with p z < 0. As all the pseudo-particles are scaled in this case, it is also
a "Soft" prescription.

2) Note again that "Global Hard" scaling presumably overcorrelates the system.
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A comparison between a "Global Soft" simulation with spreading
evaluated through C2 only and one with spreading evaluated simultaneously
through €2 and €3 is presented in Figures 3 and 4. One can see in Figure 3 that
both calculations lead to the same values of < (HO >, < CaCO > and 02(1). This is
also true for < Qa (t) >, < Cs(t) > (Figure 4). As expected, the values of O3(t)
however, are strongly different. In the calculation involving only a
renormalization of O^ (Eq. (3.3) for L=2 only), fluctuations of QJJ .̂S are not
dynamically propagated and 03(1) is flat and vanishingly small. It takes values
comparable to the ones obtained from the NBE calculation. In the calculation
involving a renormalization of both O^ and Q^ (Eq. (3.3) simultaneously for
L=2 and L=3), fluctuations of Qa^s are dynamically propagated and Oa(t) shows
a characteristic bump (see also the discussion on the lower part of Figure 2 in
section 4.1).

Before concluding this sub-section let us remind that Eq. (3.3) and
hence the comparison performed in Figures 3 and 4 is valid provided that the
cross correlation function

C23(r,t) = / dp dp' (Hp) Q3(p') C(p,p')
3 (4.2)

= J dp1dp2dp3dp4(AQ2)(AQ3)W(12;34)f(l)f(2)f(3)f(4)

(with notations of Eq. (3.2)) is negligly small as compared to the diagonal terms
C2 and Cs (Eq. (3.2)). The ensemble averaged ratio < C23/(C2 €3)^2 > is hence
plotted as a function of time for a central reaction 12C + 12C at E/A = 60 MeV/A,
in Figure 5. Calculations have been done with the "Global Soft" prescription with
spreading evaluated both through C2 and €3. One can see from this figure that
the assumption of decoupled Langevin equations for the quadrupole and octupole
moments of the momentum distribution is a very good approximation.

The lowest order approximation (L=2 only) hence appears as a good
starting approximation. Furthermore the agreement obtained in Figures 3 and 4
strongly supports the relevance of the multipole expansion introduced for
simulating the BLE. It could be also interesting to test the next order of the
expansion, namely the hexadecapole term. Note however that using both Q2 and
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Qs should "a priori" already give a good approximation to the whole expansion,
Q2 allowing deformation and Qs left-right assymetry.

4.3 - Comparison to an isolated system

A consistency check of the numerical simulations is to consider an
isolated nucleus in its ground state. The four types of calculations, namely NBE,
BLE "Global" with the soft and "Hard" insertion of fluctuations and BLE
"Local" lead essentially to the same results for the average value of any
observable. In order to illustrate the specificity of the results obtained in heavy-
ion collisions as compared to an isolated system we present in Figure 6 scatter
plots of <J2(t) versus < €2(1) >. Calculations have been done for an isolated 24 Mg
(upper parts of Figures 6-a and 6-b) and for a central collision 12C + 12C at E/A
= 60 MeV/A (lower parts of Figures 6-a and 6-b) at the NBE level (Figure 6-a)
and in BLE "Global Soft" simulations (Figure 6-b). In the case of the isolated
nucleus, although some spurious dissipation is present3) it remains small and no
fluctuations are propagated (02 is constant small). This is true even in the BLE
case for which 02 is larger than in the NBE calculation, becauie the effect of the
small number of unblocked collisions is examplified. In the NBE calculation of
the 12C 4- 12C reaction dissipation is present (see also the central part of Figure 2)
but, as fluctuations are not dynamically propagated, no dynamical spreading of
< QJZ > occurs and 02 remains small whatever value of < C2 > (see also the lower
part of Figure 2). On the contrary the simulation with dynamical fluctuations
leads to a spreading in < Q2 > with increasing value of < C2>, as is very clear
from the figure. This again illustrates the fact that our BLE simulations do not
reduce to hardly controlled numerical background.

4.4 - Evolution of fluctuations with increasing beam energy

At low beam energy Pauli blocking is very effective and dissipation is
hence partly inhibited. With increasing beam energy this effect is reduced and
this allows the development of fluctuations of larger amplitude. This is illustrated
in Figure 7 in which < Q2 >, < Ca >, 02 and the number of nucleon-nucleon
collision per fm/c are plotted as a function of time for central 12C + 12C reactions

3) The numerical ground state of the system is never the true one and residual (unblocked) two-body collisions
occur which produce a small but non strictly zero €2.
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at E/A = 40, 60 and 100 MeV/A beam energy and for BLE simulations with
fluctuations reinjected according to both €2 and Cs. As expected one observes
that fluctuations become larger and larger with increasing beam energy. This
enhancement is strongly correlated to the increasing number of nucleon-nucleon
collisions, as a consequence of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. This is
presumably of importance for physical applications such as multifragmentation
or particle production well below the N-N threshold.

At moderate beam energy (E/A « 40 MeV/A) the system we consider is
roughly thermalized at the end of the first stages of the reaction. This allows to
make a schematic estimate of OL'S, assuming an asymptotically thermally
equilibrated system. In the limit of low temperatures one can show that OL'S are
approximately given by [18]

2 2L + 1 EF ( 4 - 3 )

where ep is the Fermi energy and A the mass of the system, and T is the
temperature. Taking a typical value of order T ~ 5 MeV [6] yields 02 = 3.5 far2

and 0*3 ~ 4 far3, which is compatible with the asymptotic values obtained from
the BLE simulations (Figures 2 and 7) at E/A = 40 MeV/A. At higher beam
energy the reaction mechanisms become more involved and comparisons between
the BLE simulations and our simplistic estimates are more difficult to perform
with confidence.

5 - Conclusions

In this work we propose an approximate method for obtaining
numerical simulations of the Boltzmann-Langevin-Equation and present some
applications to nuclear collisions. The method of solution is based on a multipole
expansion of the local (in real space) momentum distribution. Fluctuations are
evaluated on the first two non-vanishing terms of this expansion, namely the
quadrupole and octupole moments of the momentum distribution. They are
injected back onto the momentum distribution itself through various scalings. We
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have shown that our multipole expansion leads to numerical simulations which
exhibit properties consistent with the ones expected from the BLE.

In order to illustrate some characteristic features of the BLE, we have
presented the time evolution of the quadrupole and octupole moments of the
momentum distribution and calculated their average values and dispersions, for
central 12C + 12C collisions below 100 MeV/A beam energy. The calculations
indicate that large dynamical fluctuations occur already in early stages of
collision process. Due to the highly non-linear nature of the Boltzmann Langevin
Equation, large dynamical fluctuations can be built up and can even modify the
average values of observables.

The dynamical fluctuations studied in this work could be of prime
importance for various phenomena such as pre-equilibrium emission,
subthreshold particle production or multifragmentation. For subthreshold
particles it is clear that fluctuations in momentum space (as the ones studied here)
allow to explore the energetic tails of the distribution, not accounted for in
mean-field (or extended-mean-field, [1]) approaches. In the case of fragment
formation the fluctuations in momentum space are transmitted into the density by
the nuclear mean-field. In the spinodal region, large density fluctuations cause
the system to break up into small pieces. Such dynamical effects now can be
investigated in the framework of the BLE. These studies should be useful to
establish possible links between the dynamics of heavy-ion collisions and the
underlying nuclear equation of state. Studies on these topics are currently in
progress.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1
Schematic illustration of BLE events. Time is running from left to right and
straight lines represent the possible trajectories in the abstract space of
fluctuating ft trajectories (see text for detail). The realization of the Langevin
process for a given time step is figured out by a thick line. The locally averaged
distribution f (see text) is represented by a dashed line.

Figure 2
Time evolution of the ensemble averaged value of the quadrupole moment of the
momentum distribution < Q2 > (integrated over real space, in firr2), of the
corresponding ensemble averaged diffusion coefficient < €2 > (integrated over
real space and over the time step At = 2fm/c, in fnr4) and of the dispersion aa(t)
(in fnr2), for central 12C + 12C collisions at 40 MeV/A beam energy.
Calculations have been done at the NBE level (solid lines) and in the BLE
"Global Soft" (dashed lines), "Global Hard" (dotted lines) and "Local" (dashed-
dotted lines) prescriptions.

Figure 3
Comparison between a BLE "Global Soft" simulation performed with spreading
of the trajectories evaluated according to C2 only (solid lines) and one evaluated
according to both €2 and €3 (dashed lines, "2+3"). The system is 12C +12C at
b=0 fm impact parameter and E/A = 40 MeV/A beam energy. The ensemble
averaged values of < Q2 > (integrated over real space, in fm-2), < C2 >
(integrated over real space and over the time step At = 2fm/c, in fm-4) and 02 (in
fnr2) are plotted as a function of time.

Figure 4
Same as Figure 3 but for the octupole moment. The ensemble averaged values of
< Qs > (integrated over real space, in fm-3), <C$> (integrated over real space
and over the time step At = 2fm/c, in fnr6) and 03 (in fnr3)are plotted as a
function of time. Conventions are the same as in Figure 3.
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Figure 5
Time evolution of the ensemble averaged ratio < C23AC2C3)1/2 > for a central
12C +12C reaction at E/A = 40 MeV/A beam energy. This ratio gives an estimate
of the importance of cross-correlation terms in the evaluation of the spreading of
trajectories through the multipole moments of the momentum distribution.
Fluctuations have been injected with trajectory spreading evaluated through both
C2 and €3 (section 4.2)

Figure 6
Scatter plots of the dispersion 02(1) (in fnr2) versus the ensemble averaged
diffusion coefficient < €2 > (integrated over real space and over the time step At
= 2fm/c, in fnr4) for an isolated 24Mg nucleus (upper parts of Figure 6-a and 6-
b) and for a central 12C +12C reaction at E/A = 60 MeV/A beam energy (lower
parts of Figure 6-a and 6-b). In Figure 6-a are shown the results of NBE
simulations while Figure 6-b displays the results obtained for BLE "Global Soft"
calculations.

Figure 7
Beam energy dependance of the ensemble properties of BLE simlations.
Calculations have been performed at 40 (solid lines), 60 (dashed lines) and 100
(dotted lines) MeV/A beam energy, for central 12C +12C reactions. Fluctuations
have been injected with trajectory spreading evaluated through both C2 and €3
(section 4.2). In Figure 7-a is plotted the ensemble averaged value of the
quadrupole moment of the momentum distribution < Q2 > (upper part,
integrated over real space, in fhr2) and the dispersion 02(1) (lower part, in fnr2).
In Figure 7-b is plotted the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions per time step
(upper part) and the ensemble averaged diffusion coefficient < €2 > (lower part,
integrated over real space and averaged over the time step At = 2fm/c, in c fnr5).
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